February 2021 in Review

Message from the Dean
Next week will mark one year since RIT closed campus as part of New York
State’s measures to protect against the spread of coronavirus. At times, we
might have said the past year felt like we were living on another planet. And
yet, right now, NASA scientists are exploring another planet using the
Perseverance rover.
If you haven’t already, you should watch the landing of Perseverance on the
surface of Mars. Cameras on the top and bottom of the rover captured live
video of the landing. Watching the landing you can’t help but wonder at the
physics and mathematical calculations at work to make the landing safe and
the imaging science at work in every image. The samples Perseverance
collects will hopefully be brought back to Earth for any number of biological,
chemical, and color analyses. In one single event, we can see the whole of the
College of Science at work. It reminds us to keep exploring and to keep
expanding our definition of possible, even during a pandemic.
RIT continues to expand its definition of what life is like during a pandemic,
here on Earth. The robust COVID testing in effect this semester gives us the
data to show that infection rates on campus are low. Low infection rates means
that RIT was given the go-ahead to increase indoor non-instructional gatherings
to 50 participants. We also had our first of three Recharge Days on February
23. The RIT College Activities Board planned a variety of events for students to
relieve stress or get off campus for a few hours to see the greater Rochester
community. Faculty were also encouraged to take a break from the emails and
meetings in addition to the break from teaching. We are planning for a virtual
Imagine RIT on May 1, summer classes, and an on-time start to the fall
semester, among many other events and schedules.
I hope that you will enjoy catching up on some of the College of Science stories
that you may have missed over the past month in the bulletin below. If you have
news that you want to share, be sure to check out our new COS Newsmakers
tool. It’s a quick and easy way to share details of the professional and
academic accomplishments of our COS community. Depending on the content,
your news could appear on social media, the website, or even shared the RIT
News & Events Daily newsletter. We look forward to hearing from you!
SOPHIA MAGGELAKIS
Dean, RIT College of Science

Student & Alumni News

Dr. Munson’s Performing Arts Challenge
Four COS Students were among the 11 finalists in this year’s Performing Arts
Challenge that took place during the annual FreezeFest celebration on the first
weekend of February. Two of these COS competitors took home big prizes!
Second place and $500 went to Paige Arieno, a second-year environmental
science major from Rochester who danced to “Billie,” with choreography by
Kristie Schillaci of The Floor Dance Company. The piece was filmed outside on
the RIT campus and in the tunnels under Sol Heumann Hall.
Third place and $250 was awarded to Taylor Greider, a first-year applied
mathematics major from Greece, N.Y., who performed a contemporary dance
piece, “In Love,” with original choreography.
Congratulations to all of our COS Performing Arts Challenge finalists!
Paige Arieno – second-year Environmental Science BS
Desire Chiruza – first-year Applied Statistics and Actuarial Science BS
Ian Freezman – second-year Biotechnology and Molecular Bioscience BS
Taylor Greider – first-year Applied Mathematics BS

Read More >

Serena Tramm and Brendan Drachler, Ph.D. students in the Astrophysical
Sciences and Technology program at RIT, both won an Honorable Mention
award in the Chambliss Astronomy Achievement Student Awards poster
competition. The Chambliss award recognizes exemplary research by AAS
Undergraduate and Graduate students who presented posters at the 237th
American Astronomical Society (AAS) annual meeting, held virtually January
10-15, 2021. This is an impressive achievement for the students and a
reflection of the great research in AST.

Bioinformatics: The Intersection of Biology and
Computer Science
Spencer Richman ‘20 switched majors when he discovered the bioinformatics
program at RIT combined the two things he loved—computer science and
biology.
Read More >

The Many Different Sides of Bio at RIT
For Afnan Shazwan Nasaruddin, an interest in plant pathology didn’t “begin to
sprout,” as he says, until after taking an ‘Intro to Plant Pathology’ course during
his fourth-year in biotechnology.
Read More >

From Human Pathogens to Hemp: How Research
Helped Ali Find Her Path
After choosing RIT for the biology program's research opportunities, it was that
experience that put Ali Cala ‘17 on her path to Cornell AgriTech as a graduate
student.
Read More >

Biochemistry: Formulating Vaccines at Merck
Shivani Phadke ‘18 (biochemistry BS) received her MS in Biotechnology from
Northeastern University and now works as an associate scientist in vaccine
formulation at Merck.
Read More >

Mathematical Modeling, Curtain Coating, and Glazed
Donuts
In her research, Bridget Torsey, a Math Modeling Ph.D. student, developed a
mathematical model that can optimize curtain coating processes used to cover
donuts with glaze so they taste great.
Read More >

Our Stories

RIT retools its wastewater testing approach for the
spring semester
RIT is continuing to refine the way it monitors wastewater to assess the
prevalence of coronavirus on campus. This semester, RIT has become more
strategic with its wastewater sampling, pulling from multiple manholes four
times per week to give the university a view of the COVID-19 population levels
on RIT’s campus.
With help from in-house mathematical modeling experts—Associate
Professor Nathan Cahill from the School of Mathematical Sciences and Griffin
Hurt, an applied mathematics student from Brimfield, Mass.—RIT calculated a
baseline of coronavirus levels in the wastewater during the first several weeks
of the semester. The baseline and ongoing viral RNA rate will be shared in the
coming weeks on the RIT COVID-19 spring semester dashboard.
Read More >

RIT faculty using smartphones and artificial
intelligence to help assess crop roots
A Rochester Institute of Technology faculty member is creating new artificial
intelligence systems that could empower agricultural researchers, breeders,
nurseries, and other users to analyze the roots of their crops with the power of
their smartphones. Guoyu Lu, an assistant professor in RIT’s Chester F.
Carlson Center for Imaging Science, is receiving a $450,000 New Investigator
grant from the U.S. Department of Agriculture to conduct the research.
Read More >

Will Wine Taste Different If You Drink It Outside?
Mark Fairchild, director of the RIT Color Science/Munsell Color Science
Laboratory discusses his research, The Colors of Wine. It’s more complex than
you think.
Read More >

COS Distinguished Speaker Series – A Deep Learning
Revolution for Science
The College of Science Distinguished Speaker Series started off with an
exploration of “A Deep Learning Revolution for Science” with Dr. Terrence
Sejnowski, hosted by the Chester F. Carlson Center for Imaging Science. Dr.
Sejnowski is the Francis Crick Professor at the Salk Institute for Biological
Studies where he directs the Computational Neurobiology Laboratory and is the
director of the Crick-Jacobs center for theoretical and computational biology. He
is an international leader in Artificial Intelligence research, and is the world’s
foremost computational neuroscientist. An audience of nearly 400 participants
zoomed in to hear Dr. Sejnowski discuss the learning algorithms for deep
neural networks that have resulted in significant healthcare advances.

Honors, Awards &
Recognitions
Pratik Dholabhai, assistant professor
of physics in the School of Physics
and Astronomy, who has been
awarded the prestigious Faculty
Early Career Development
(CAREER) Program Award from
the National Science Foundation for
his work entitled “Interface-mediated
Ionic Transport in Mismatched
Complex Oxide Heterostructures:
Role of Misfit Dislocations ”. This is
an outstanding achievement and
recognition of Pratik’s research and
contributions.

Maureen Ferran, associate professor
of virology in the Thomas H. Gosnell
School of Life Sciences was invited
to be a guest on the NPR program
1A on March 1, along with Dr.
Anthony Fauci, director of the
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases and Dr. Hayley
Gans, a member of the FDA’s
Vaccine Advisory Committee. The
guests spent the hour reviewing the
available COVID vaccines and
sharing information about the
effectiveness of each.

Michael J. Murdoch, assistant
professor in the color science
program, was chosen as the
Editor’s Pick in the Journal of the
Optical Society of America A for his
work, “Brightness matching in optical
see-through augmented reality.”

Color Science Professor Mark
Fairchild has been selected by the
Society for Information Display
Executive Board to receive the 2021
Otto Schade Prize, based upon the
recommendation of the SID Honors
and Awards Committee. The award
citation is "For his many
contributions to quantifying spatial
display performance and analogous
human visual performance metrics."
The Otto Schade Prize is awarded for outstanding scientific or technical
achievement in the image quality of electronic displays.

André Hudson, professor and head
of the Thomas H. Gosnell School of
Life Sciences, has been named to
the list of 1,000 inspiring black
scientists by Cell Mentor. This online
resource helps biology students and
researchers navigate their careers
and get inspired by working
scientists in the Cell network who are
thought-leaders in their field.

The Division of Diversity and Inclusion created a series of workshops for RIT
faculty and staff to explore the way that diversity and inclusion impacts their
lives and the lives of others. Congratulations to the following COS staff who
completed the Cultural Humility Certificate by participating in six workshops
over the course of the fall semester:
Melanie Green – senior staff assistant, COS Dean’s Office
Georgeanne Hogan – administrative assistant II, COS Dean’s Office
Jennifer Liedkie – senior lab specialist, GSoLS
Christie Lutzer – senior staff specialist, COS Dean’s Office

RIT celebrates outstanding staff with university’s
Presidential Awards
Several COS staff were among the nominees for RIT’s Presidential Awards
for Outstanding Staff. Although none of our nominees were among the big
winners, we are pleased to have so many dedicated employees recognized
during the annual awards that honor service excellence, citizenship, pluralism
and rising stars.
Larissa Barressi – COS academic advisor
Georgeanne Hogan – administrative assistant II, COS Dean’s Office
Valerie Hemink – senior staff specialist, ISA
COS "Dean Team" –
Melanie Green, Events Coordinator
Karin Harriman, Scheduling Officer
Georgeanne Hogan, Dean's Administrative Assistant
Christie Lutzer, Front Desk Liaison
Cassandra Nickels, Marketing Director
Mary Pryor, Web & Social Media Coordinator
Additionally, some of our COS employees were among larger RIT groups that
were nominated:
Karin Harriman as part of the College Scheduling Officers group
Ethan Wingenbach and Cheryl Lomedico as part of the ITS Enterprise
Support group

Read More >

College Updates
The Integrated Sciences Academy’s
Program of Color Science welcomes
new Senior Staff Assistant,
Stephanie Livingston-Heywood.
Steph first came to RIT in 1999 to
study and earn a Master’s degree in
Software Development and
Management. After which, she
continued to work for Xerox until the
fall of 2003. Steph was fortunate to
be able to stay home and raise her
three children. In the fall of 2017 she
rejoined paid employment, returning
to RIT to help support the HHMI
Inclusive Excellence grant. Last
month, Steph started her new
position with PoCS, taking over for
the venerable Valerie Hemink. Val
worked for RIT for 29 years, the last
20 of which were with
PoCS/MCSL. She was a truly
amazing member of the department,
and will be missed by all as she has
been the primary point of contact and support for a generation of Color Science
students, alumni, and visitors. We wish her well in retirement as she looks
forward to spending more time with her grandchildren. Please join us in
welcoming Steph to the COS PoCS family.

This month we are saying goodbye to Genomics Technician Narayan Wong,
who is leaving RIT for a fantastic opportunity with Chroma Medicine, a start-up
biotch company in Boston, MA.
Narayan has been instrumental in
his tenure, especially his work
integrating next-generation
sequencing (NGS) to enhance our
research, scholarship and teaching.
We are immensely grateful for all the
wonderful contributions that Narayan
has made during his tenure. We wish
him all the best on his next venture.
We will miss his follow-up, followthrough, professionalism,
meticulousness and positive attitude.

Carmala Garzione, associate provost
for faculty affairs, has accepted a
position as dean of the College of
Science at University of Arizona.
Garzione will begin her new role
June 7. While at RIT, Garzione
focused her efforts on faculty
recruitment, retention and
development, and the creation of
intersectional relationships to
advocate for and advance the work
of faculty across the university.
Garzione also served as a tenured
professor in the College of Science.

Scott Franklin, a professor in the
School of Physics and Astronomy
and director of RIT’s Center for
Advancing STEM Teaching, Learning
and Evaluation (CASTLE), received
funding to help establish a PEER
field school in Kazakhstan. The
grant was awarded by the Embassy
of the United States of America in
Kazakhstan, by the American
Council for International Education.
Franklin and PEER co-director, Eleanor Sayre of Kansas State University,
together with others in the program, will improve STEM faculty members’
pedagogical knowledge in English and prepare STEM faculty to measure
student learning and development.

In Memorium
It is with deep sadness that we share
the news of the passing of our
former colleague and friend,
Professor Emeritus Ted Wilcox. He
passed away peacefully on
Wednesday, February 17th. Ted was
a kind and congenial colleague who
loved life, his family, and valued
friendships. He was a dedicated
educator, a good mathematician, and a caring mentor. He enjoyed discussing
mathematics, science, and life, and he fought, throughout his life, for social
justice and equality. He will be greatly missed by all of us and by the many
people he touched. To read more about Ted’s legacy see his obituary HERE.

Peer Reviewed Publications
Rehman Eon ’20 Ph.D. (imaging science) and Charles Bachmann, the
Frederick and Anna B. Wiedman Chair in the Chester F. Carlson Center for
Imaging Science, published “Mapping barrier island soil moisture using a
radiative transfer model of hyperspectral imagery from an unmanned aerial
system” in the journal Scientific Reports.

Research showed that Deaf and hard-of-hearing students who solely rely on an
interpreter during organic chemistry lecture courses consistently performed
below average in class due to a lack of standardized methods in sign language.
A team at RIT recently published a study in ACS Publications addressing this
challenge through a deliberate effort to develop a lexicon of insightful
signs/classifiers that convey organic chemistry vocabulary. Dr. Christina
Goudreau Collison, professor at the School of Chemistry and Materials Science
along with, Jennifer Swartzenberg, lecturer at NTID, Kaitlyn Clark (Chem
major ’20) Asma Sheikh (Biomed Sci ’20), Cody Cummings (Chem major ‘20)
Ashley Gleason (Biomed Sci ’20), Jonathan Dominguez (Biomed Sci ’20),
and Michelle Mailhot (Biotech ’20) co-authored the publication.

Michael Radin, associate professor in the School of Mathematical Sciences,
announced the following publications this month:
"Synchronization of Fluctuations in the Interaction of Economies within
the Framework of the Keynes's Business Cycle Model," with colleagues
from Yaroslavl State University in Russia.
“Eventually Periodic Solutions of Single Neuron Model,” with a colleague
from the University of Latvia, in the Vilnius University Press.
a textbook with CRC Press, “Piece-wise and Max-Type Difference
Equations.” The book aims to get students to understand the significance
of pattern recognition as a mathematical tool.

Presentations & Workshops
Scott Williams, a professor in the
School of Chemistry and Materials
Science, presented a virtual Color
Photographic Chemistry Workshop.
Graduate art and photographic
conservation students from New
York University, Buffalo State
University, and the University of
Delaware attended the one-week
workshop, which covered the
chemistry of color photographic
processes.

Dina Newman, associate professor
in the Thomas H. Gosnell School of
Life Sciences helped establish a new
group, the Undergraduate Genetics
Education Network (UGEN). Dr.
Newman and co-chair Rivka Glaser
(Stevenson University) gathered
together geneticists and education
specialists from across the U.S. to
organize this event aimed at faculty
who teach genetics to
undergraduates. The first virtual
workshop was a success with more
than 600 registrations for the event.

Two RIT faculty members from the Center for Computational Gravitation and
Relativity have been invited to present special guest lectures this year for the
Daniel Chalonge – Hector de Vega School in Paris, France. Professor Carlos
Lousto’s presentation, “From simulations of binary black holes to insights into
astrophysics and gravitational waves,” took place on Jan. 21. Professor
Manuela Campanelli’s presentation, “Glimpse of Light from the Deep Universe:
Supermassive Black Holes approaching Merger,” takes place on March 17.

Since the early 2000s, Black representation in the sciences has been dwindling
while Black student representation in non-STEM fields has continued to grow.
On February 12, the Inclusive Excellence program hosted a Brown Bag
Inclusion Conversation, “Black in STEM” to explore this issue. This discussion
explored the ways that participants could be effective allies and foster a sense
of belonging for Black students, staff and faculty.
On February 17, a workshop titled “The Hidden Curriculum” was offered to
explore the unintended effects of the lessons which are “learned but not openly
intended” such as norms, values, and beliefs conveyed both in the classroom
and by the social environment and how these unconscious lessons can impact
student success.

Multiple members from the School of Mathematical Sciences organized and
presented at the American Mathematical Society (AMS) annual meeting, held
virtually January 6-9, 2021. ‘Creative Teaching Methods that Lead to Student
Learning’ included talks from Drs. Mary Lynn Reed, Bernard Brooks, Tamas
Wiandt, Nathaniel Barlow, and Michael Radin. AMS is a professional society
advancing research and connecting the diverse global mathematical
community.

Sponsored Research
Pratik Dholabhai, SoPA, is the PI on a $450,000.00 grant from the National
Science Foundation to support a project titled “CAREER: Interface-mediated
Ionic Transport in Mismatched Complex Oxide Heterostructures: Role of Misfit
Dislocations.”
Pratik Dholabhai, SoPA, is the PI on a $55,000.00 grant from the Alfred P.
Sloan Foundation to support a project titled “Investigation of the carbonation
dynamics of synthetic silicates: Guiding the development of net-negative
production process and deployment in enhanced rock weathering.”
Carmody McCalley, GSoLS, is the PI on a $125,433.00 grant from the
National Science Foundation / University of New Hampshire to support a
project titled “The EMERGE Institute, integrating research and training to
characterize EMergent Ecosytem Response to ChanGE.”
Christopher Kanan, CIS, is the PI on a $209,994.00 grant from
DOD.Advanced Research Projects Agency / SRI International to support a
project titled “L2M Program - TA2 - Multi-Stage, Multi-Task Memory Transfer
(M3T).”
Joel Kastner, CIS, is the PI on a $69,699.00 grant from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration / Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
to support a project titled “Gaia, Galex, and the Curious Case of the Quiet K
(and M) Star Coronae.”
Guoyu Lu, CIS, is the PI on a $453,687.00 grant from USDA-Department of
Agriculture to support a project titled “Mobile AI Platform for 3D Root
Phenotyping and Trait Assessment.”
Jan van Aardt, CIS, is the PI on a $195,098.00 grant from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration / Battelle Memorial Institute to support a
project titled “The influence of canopy structure and foliar chemistry on remote
sensing observations: radiative transfer modeling to understand interactions of
light within the canopy and inform innovative uses.”

COS in the Media
WROC-TV
RIT professor co-designed drone imaging system that can determine
grape farm health
WROC-TV highlights work by Jan van Aardt, professor in the Chester F.
Carlson Center for Imaging Science.
WROC-TV
Rochester optics on landed Mars rover Perseverance
WROC-TV interviews Michael Richmond, professor of physics and astronomy,
about NASA's Mars 2020 Perseverance rover.
The Washington Post
Ford’s next pandemic mission: Clear N95 masks and low-cost air filters
The Washington Post interviews Rebecca Hull '13 (biology), who has
coordinated a campaign to distribute clear face masks manufactured by Ford
Motor Co.
The Conversation
How does the Johnson & Johnson vaccine compare to other coronavirus
vaccines? 4 questions answered
Essay by Maureen Ferran, associate professor in the Thomas H. Gosnell
School of Life Sciences, published by The Conversation.

Do you have news you want amplified? Submit the details using the new
COS Newsmakers Form, and we’ll help you share it. "COS Newsmakers" is a
quick and easy way to acknowledge the professional and academic
accomplishments of COS faculty, students, and staff for acknowledgement in
upcoming monthly newsletters, web and social media, or even RIT news!
Examples of achievements may include:
publishing an article in a scholarly peer-reviewed journal
presenting research at a conference
sponsored research awards
earning a scholarship
winning an award
…and more!

COS Newsmaker Submission Form
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